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neighborhood. We suggest that the second neighbor- 
hood of Th,k should consist of the set { Th,k, Th, Tk, 
Th+k, T2h,2k, Th-k, Th,h, Tk,k, Th+k,h+k, T2h, T2k, T2(h+k)}. 
Besides the usual constraints I Th,kl = RhRkRh+k, Th = 
N1/2R~ etc., one must also impose the following con- 
straint: le t  Th,k = T1 e i~', T2h,ek = T2 e i~2, Th,h = T3 e i~3, 
Tk,k = T4 e '~4, Th+k,h+k = 7"5 e'~5; then there exist vari- 
ables ~h, q~k, ~L~h+k, ~2h, (~2k, ~2(h+k) SO that 

~01 ----~ (~h "31- ~t)k- ~h+k 

(~02 = (~2h + (~2k-  ~2(h+k) 

(~3 = 2~Ph -- ~02h 

¢P4 = 2 q g k -  ('P2k 

~5 ---- 2¢ph+k-  ~2(h+k) 

thereby imposing the constraint 

(16) 

(~)3 7t- ~t~4 7t- (~5 = 2~1 - ~2.  (17) 

A similar model can be realized for the quartet. It is 
now clear that the basic quantities would then be 

m(h, k, 1) = K41 ~ f(u~)f(v,~)f(w~)f(u~ -v~ )  

x f (u~  - w~)f(v~ -w~)  

X exp {2zri[h. u~ + k .  v~ + l .  w~]} 

× du,~ dv,~ dw~ 

= [(Aq,Aq2Aq3Aqt+q2+h+k+tAql+q2+qa+k+l 

X Aq! +q3+l)qi ,q2,q3 ] 

× [(Aq,mq2mq3Aq, +q2Aq! +q3Aql +q2-i-qa)q! ,q2,q3] -1 

where Aq -- (R E-  1). 
Let us finally notice that our model can easily be 

combined with additional chemical information if the 
latter is available. 
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Abstract 

Crystallographic refinement based on molecular 
dynamics (MD) has been applied to a 2-5 ~ resolu- 
tion X-ray structure of the pore-forming fragment of 
colicin A. The crystallographic R factor was reduced 
from 48 to 23% with a concomitant improvement in 
stereochemical parameters. The method considerably 
speeded up the refinement process but was associated 
with some pitfalls. In particular, some badly fitted 
segments of the structure required manual rebuilding, 
even after MD refinement and some problems with 
weighting schemes were encountered. Analysis of the 
effects of the refinement and ideas for improvements 
are presented. 

0108-7673 / 89/070471-07503.00 

Introduction 

Crystallographic refinement of macromolecules is a 
laborious and often demanding task requiring exten- 
sive use of human and computing resources. Typi- 
cally, conventional refinement methods require many 
cycles of c.p.u.-intensive computations interspersed 
by sessions of model rebuilding into difference elec- 
tron density maps using interactive computer 
graphics. A major source of difficulty is the non-linear 
relationship between X-ray diffraction data and 
atomic parameters which can cause refinement to 
become trapped in false minima. The radius of con- 
vergence in conventional least-squares methods is 
about a quarter of the minimum Bragg spacing in the 
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472 CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFINEMENT OF COLICIN A 

data set (Jack & Levitt, 1978). Thus atoms displaced 
by more than about 1 A, require rebuilding. 

The recent application of restrained molecular 
dynamics appears to offer a great leap forward in 
refinement procedures (Briinger, Kuriyan & Karplus, 
1987; Fujinaga, Gros & van Gunsteren, 1989; van 
Gunsteren, 1988). The molecular dynamics tech- 
nique, in contrast to energy minimization, allows a 
molecular system to explore a greater range of confor- 
mational space due to the available kinetic energy. A 
recent example showed that atoms can move more 
than 10,~ towards their correct position without 
manual intervention (Gros, Fujinaga, Dijkstra, Kalk 
& Hol, 1988). 

We have recently completed the refinement of an 
atomic model of the pore-forming fragment of colicin 
A by the methodology of molecular dynamics and 
energy minimization using the molecular dynamics 
package GROMOS (van Gunsteren & Berendsen, 
1983, 1987; see Fujinaga et al., 1989). The crystallo- 
graphic refinement was dramatically speeded up by 
the procedure but nonetheless was accompanied by 
a number of problems. In this paper we present the 
results of the refinement, identify problems encoun- 
tered using the new procedure and suggest some 
improvements in applying molecular dynamics to 
crystallographic refinement. 

Theory and method 

Molecular dynamics (MD) describes the time evolu- 
tion of a system of interacting particles. The method 
is based on the numerical integration of Newton's 
equations of motion. In the case of a molecular 
system, the constituent particles build up a molecular 
arrangement through bonds based on a specific 
stereochemistry for all atom types. 

A critical parameter in the MD method is the nature 
of the potential function V(r) which describes bonded 
and non-bonded interactions. In our work we made 
use of the function 

V(r)= E ½Kb(b-bo) 2+ E ½Ko(O-Oo) 2 
bonds angles 

+ Z ½K~(~-~0) 2 
torsions 

+ E K ~ [ l + c o s ( n ~ - ~ ) ]  
dihedrals 

+ ~ [Cl2(i,j)/r, d12 __ C6(i,j)/r6j 
non-bonded pairs 

(i,j) 

+ qi~/47reoerri, j]. (1) 

This potential consists of bonded interactions (bond, 
angle, torsion and dihedral components) and non- 
bonded interactions (van der Waals and electrostatic). 
This function, encoded in the GROMOS MD suite 
of programs, has been applied with encouraging 

results to a wide variety of chemical and biochemical 
problems (van Gunsteren, 1988). 

The power of the MD technique lies in its ability 
to search large areas of conformational space in order 
to locate global minimum conformations or to pass 
through multiple minima. It is the available kinetic 
energy related to the macroscopic temperature T of 
the system which allows energy barriers of the order 
of kT to be surmounted. This ability can be contrasted 
with energy minimization (EM) methods which oper- 
ate at T- -0  and, as a result, can generally only find 
minimum energy conformations which closely 
resemble the initial one. The amount of conforma- 
tional space to be explored can be reduced sig- 
nificantly by incorporation of experimental data into 
the potential function V(r) (restrained MD). In this 
technique the experimental data are 'translated' into 
a suitable potential function with a weight factor 
(force constant) that can be varied to strengthen or 
weaken the effect of the experimental constraints. A 
classical example is the expression of individual 
proton-proton distances derived from 2D-NMR 
experiments into a distance-dependent potential 
(van Gunsteren, Kaptein & Zuiderweg, 1984); van 
Gunsteren, Boelens, Kaptein, Scheek & Zuiderweg, 
1985; Briinger, Clore, Gronenborn & Karplus, 1986). 

Application of the MD method to the crystallo- 
graphic refinement of protein structures has been very 
recent (Brfinger et al., 1987; Fujinaga et al., 1989). In 
this application, the residual minimized in conven- 
tional least-squares refinement (Agarwal, 1978), is 
translated into a potential function P, 

P= ~, [IFo(h)12-lFc(h)[ 2] (2) 
h 

where Fo and Fc are observed and calculated structure 
factors and h is a reciprocal-lattice point. The global 
potential Vtotal then becomes 

Vtotal(r) = V(r)+ V x . r a y ( r  ) (3) 

where 

Vx.ray = K x . r a y P .  (4) 

The force constant Kx.ray governs the relative 
strength of the X-ray information with respect to the 
molecular potential and can be written as (Fujinaga 
et al., 1989) 

K x . r a y  = K/or  2 ( 5 )  

where O rE is equal to 

[ F¢(h)-  Fo(h)]E/nref 
h 

(nrefis the number of reflections) and K is a multipli- 
cation factor also carrying the correct units. Great 
care should be taken in the choice of the force con- 
stant used; too high a value may produce good agree- 
ment with experimental observations to the detriment 
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of restricting the structure to an improbable region 
of conformational space. 

A flow chart of the methodology used in the 
GROMOS suite of programs is given in Fig. 1. 
Observed structure factors are expanded in space 
group P1 using the utility programs PROISF and 
PROESE The utility program, PRE-GROMOS, writ- 
ten by one of us (JPMP), takes care of all necessary 
molecular data conversions, generates a GROMOS 
molecular topology file, appends polar hydrogens to 
the initial structure and prepares all necessary job 
and input files. The initial model is energy minimized 
in order to release energetic strain. Assignment of 
velocities to individual atoms was done from a Max- 
wellian distribution corresponding to the desired tem- 
perature. Because the recalculation of the X-ray 
potential P and its derivatives is time consuming, the 
harmonic approximation of Jack & Levitt (1978) is 
used in which the potential is only updated if any 
atom moves by more than a few tenths of an ~ngstr6m. 
The MD calculation is normally continued until the 
conventional R factor converges. The resulting struc- 
ture is then subjected to energy minimization in order 
to release the system's kinetic energy. 

The case of the pore-forming fragment of colicin A 

The thermolytic fragment of colicin A carries the 
pore-forming activity of the bacterial toxin. The frag- 

1. initial model I 2. observed structure 
factors expanded into 
space group P1 

I 4 Energy m'n'm'se I 
initial model 

[ 5' MD .nitilizati°n ] 

[ 6. Structure fact d I . . . .  
Vx-ray calculations 

+ 
I 7. MD step I 

yes 

ot'n'', n no 
Conventional stereochemical 

least-squares refinemant 

I ~o ~ 

I Update Vx.ray I 
using harmonic 

approach 

_ t 

I 
no L v 

y~ 

l eo~ mode, I 

Fig. 1. Flow diagram of methodology used in the MD X-ray 
refinement process. 

ment crystallized in space group P43212 with cell 
parameters a = b = 73.0, c = 171.3/~ and contained 
two monomers per asymmetric unit (Tucker, Pattus 
& Tsernoglou, 1986). Each monomer consists of 204 
amino-acid residues. The crystals diffract moderately 
to 3/~ resolution but diffraction spots can be observed 
out to at least 2.5 A resolution. An electron density 
map was calculated to 3 A resolution on the basis of 
isomorphous/anomalous phasing and solvent flatten- 
ing techniques (Parker, Pattus, Tucker & Tsernoglou, 
1989). The map was of sufficient quality to allow an 
unambiguous chain tracing which served as a starting 
model for MD refinement. 

Results and discussion 

The initial model of colicin was subjected to 50 steps 
of steepest descent and subsequently energy mini- 
mized using the conjugate gradient method. No 
account was taken of the experimental data at this 
stage. The MD refinement was initialized at a tem- 
perature of 300 K and an isothermal MD algorithm 
(Berendsen, Postma, van Gunsteren, DiNola & Haak, 
1984) was used to keep the overall temperature con- 
stant, using a temperature relaxation time r, = 0.1 ps. 
The MD time step was chosen to be 0.002 ps. The 
SHAKE algorithm was used to restrain bond lengths 
(Ryckaert, Cicotti & Berendsen, 1977; Ryckaert, 
1985). A cut-off radius of 8 A was used in calculating 
non-bonded interactions. The present GROMOS MD 
X-ray refinement package does not yet include B- 
factor refinement. Therefore each atom was assigned 
a B factor of 15 ~2. Structure-factor gradients were 
updated when an atom moved by more than 0.2 A. 
Experimental data were restricted to the resolution 
range 6.0-2.5 A in order to avoid the significant con- 
tributions of solvent structure at lower resolution~ 
0 .2 in (5) was calculated to be (approximately) 300. 

~ 4O 

"7 rr 

EM / 

t 
MD1 

o!s 

® ® 

~/-~---~ . ° 3  

Mo2 

1.0 t 15 2.10 
MD-time (ps) 

Fig. 2. Course of R factor during the MD refinement process. The 
meaning of the numbers is as follows: (1) X-ray force constant 
increased; (2) temperature increase from 300 to 1000 K; (3) 
temperature decrease from 1000 to 100 K. MD1, MD2 and MD3 
denote conformations which have been analysed. 
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Table 1. Refinement parameters and deviations from ideal geometry 

Target  
(~ )  

R ( = F J  IFol- IFcl I/E IFol) 
Number of cycles 
Resolution range (A) 
Number of  reflections (F  o > 3~rFo) - -  

Distances (A) 
Bond distance 0.03 
Angle distance 0.04 
Planar 1, 4 distance 0.045 

Non-bonded distances (A) 
Single torsion 0.50 
Multiple torsion 0.50 
Possible H bond 0.50 

Torsion angles (°) 
Planar 4.0 
Staggered 20-0 
Orthonormal 20.0 

Miscellaneous 
Plane groups (/~) 0.02 
Chiral centres (A, 3) 0-15 

Bond length distances >4tr 

M I R  MD1 MD2 MD3 Current  
init ial  final init ial  final init ial  final init ial  final m o d e l  

0.48 0.38 0.25 0-23 0.24 0.23 0-22 0-22 0-25 
- -  9 - -  3 - -  2 - -  4 34 

10"0-3"0 5.0-2.5 5.0-2.5 6"0-2"5 6.0-2.5 6.0-2.5 6.0-2-5 6.0-2"5 6.0-2.5 
8917 9180 9180 l0 024 10 024 l0 024 10 024 10 024 10 024 

0.057 0"020 0.027 0"025 0"029 0.027 0"031 0'025 0"024 
0-091 0.047 0"089 0-057 0"091 0.057 0'073 0-057 0-048 
0"177 0-127 0"141 0"073 0"141 0"076 0"132 0"049 0"045 

0"307 0.271 0"195 0"237 0"205 0"240 0-180 0"215 0"244 
0-611 0"421 0"304 0"343 0"306 0"310 0"304 0"328 0-374 
0.597 0.416 0.146 0"231 0"135 0"203 0"i35 0-172 0-279 

22"5 14"3 22.6 5"2 24"0 4'3 26"0 9-5 2-1 
30" 3 29" 6 26" 6 29" l 26" 7 28" 1 23" 7 25" 4 29 -4 
53 "9 50"8 42.7 37"8 46" 1 40"7 40-5 36'8 37 "3 

0-017 0"015 0"088 0"015 0"087 0-016 0-078 0"026 0"010 
0"476 0"155 0"348 0"238 0.344 0.248 0-269 0.224 0.174 
364 53 409 76 437 70 234 72 17 

Table 2. Root-mean-square deviations (A,) on super- 
imposition of a-carbon atoms 

M I R  MD1 MD2 MD3 Final  

MIR x 
MDI 0.98 x 
MD2 0.98 0.31 x 
MD3 0.96 0.41 0.42 x 
Final 1-02 0-58 0.55 0.44 x 

A force constant K of 1.0 was used to weight the 
X-ray terms initially. 

The trend of the R factor versus simulation time 
is shown in Fig. 2. The initial EM (without X-ray 
potential) lowered the R factor from an initial value 
of 48 to 44%. After 250 MD steps the R factor had 
dropped from 44 to 30%. As the R factor tended to 
level off we decided to increase the force constant by 
setting the value of K equal to 2.0. Subsequently the 
R factor dropped from 30 to 24% between 0.5 (MD1) 
and 0.7 ps (100 steps) but did not change significantly 
between 0-7 and 1.0 ps (MD2).  At this stage we 
decided to raise the temperature of the system in 
order to let it search in a more extended conforma- 
tional space and surmount possible energy barriers. 
The temperature was raised to 1000 K (7, = 0-01 ps) 
and after 0.5 ps the system was gradually cooled down 
to 100 K (z~=0"l  ps). This process led to a final R 
factor of 22% (MD3).  

The results of the MD refinements have been tabu- 
lated in Tables 1 to 3. The conventional crystallo- 
graphic R factor for the initial model was 48%. Appli- 
cation of conventional least-squares refinement 
(PROLSQ; Hendrickson & Konnert, 1980) brought 
the R factor down to 38% with concomitant improve- 
ment in the geometry of the model. In contrast, the 
MD1 refinement reduced the R factor to about 23%. 
However, some of the geometrical parameters 
exhibited undesirable values due to the way 

Table 3. Residues with maximum root-mean-square 
deviations on superimposition of a-carbon atoms 

C o o r d i n a t e  sets  D e v i a t i o n  
1 2 range (A)  

MIR MD3 1"5-3"7 

MDI MD2 I "0- I- 1 
MD2 MD3 1"0-1 "3 

MD3 Final 1.0-3.0 

MDl Final 1.0-2.8 

Residues 
Ala A5, Lys A6, 
Val A10, Ala A108, 
Asp A109, Trp A130, 
GlyAl31,  ProA132, 
Gly B50, Asn B83, 
Ala B84, Met B93, 
Ala B94, Lys B103, 
GlyB124, GlyB131, 
Gly B144, Ala BI60, 
Tyr B161, Ala B203 

Asn A48, Gly A50, 
Gly B50, Asn B75, 
Gly A50, Lys A51, 
LysA103, LysAl06, 
Val A107, Ala A108, 
Gly A131, Gly B50, 
lle B196, Ile B197, 
Gly A50, Lys A51, 
Lys A76, Gin A92, 
Asp A93, Lys A103, 
Lys AI06, Val A107, 
Ala A108, Asp A109, 
Gly A131, Ala A202, 
Gln B49, Gly B50, 
Lys B51, lle B74, 
Asn B75, Lys B76, 
Gly B99 

stereochemical restraints are balanced in GROMOS 
compared with PROLSQ. In particular, deviations 
from planarity of peptide planes were high. However, 
it was a straightforward process to improve these 
deviations by application of a few cycles of PROLSQ 
without degrading the R-factor value. 

The current model (henceforth referred to as the 
'final' model) is based on the MD3 model (see Table 
1). The MD3 model was rebuilt into a 21Fo]-IFc I 
density map and then subjected to 16 cycles of 
PROLSQ refinement followed by a final rebuild and 
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a further round of PROLSQ refinement. The details 
of the final refinement run are given in Table 1. The 
rebuilds were quick owing to the high quality of both 
the MD3 model and the difference maps. Significant 
differences between the MD3 and final models that 
required rebuilding are discussed below. 

There was little to choose from between the MD 
refinement runs MD1, MD2 and MD3 on the basis 
of statistics (Tables 1 to 3). The final R factors and 
geometrical parameters after a few rounds of 
PROLSQ for all three runs were very similar. The 
rather large deviations in planarity parameters for 
MD3 were due to a glycine residue which took on 
arbitrary values of the planarity angle between 
PROLSQ cycles. Examination of the electron density 
map indicated that this residue had been displaced 
from density by MD3 (see below). Table 2 contains 
a list of root-mean-square (r.m.s.) deviations of a-  
carbon atoms when models derived from the MD 
runs were superimposed by the method of Rossmann 
& Argos (1975). R.m.s. deviations between the initial 
model (MIR) and models derived from the MD runs 

~ 2 0 0  ~ X 7 0  ~ 0 0  ~ 7 0  

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 3. Super imposi t ion  o f  a - c a r b o n  backbones  between (a )  the 
A m o n o m e r  o f  the M I R  model  and the cor responding  m o n o m e r  
of  the MD1 model  (labelled X ) ;  (b) the A m o n o m e r  o f  the final 
model  and the cor responding  m o n o m e r  of  the MD1 model  
(labelled X) .  

were of the order of 1 A. It should be noted that the 
final model was based on the MD3 model and this 
is probably why the r.m.s, deviation between MD3 
and the final model is slightly lower than that between 
the other MD runs and the final model. The changes 
brought about by MD refinement were of a global 
nature rather than attributable to a small number of 
large changes (Fig. 3). 

A list of residues exhibiting the largest r.m.s, devi- 
ations is given in Table 3. A striking feature of the 
table is the repeated occurrence of glycines and 
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Fig. 4. Ramachand ran  plots super imposed  on a conformat iona l  
energy map.  (a )  M I R  model ;  (b) MD1 model .  
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alanines which can be attributed to their greater flexi- 
bility. Again it is clear that there was little advantage 
to be gained by continuing the MD refinement past 
MD1. Some of the largest deviations occurred in a 
flexible loop region (residues 90 to l l0) of the 
molecule. The density in this region was rather poor, 
with an appreciable lack of side-chain density leading 
to poor X-ray restraints. This region required further 
rebuilding into difference maps calculated after MD 
refinement (Fig. 3b). 

The main-chain torsion angles ~o, ~b and to are good 
indicators of the quality of the model. Ramachandran 
plots for the initial and MD1 models are shown in 

r ~ 

(a) 

' / .... 

(e) 

I 
~. (g) 

CAe~ 

(b) 

. 

(,t) 

N 

" ' t . '  . 

(f) 

Fig. 5. Fit of residues into MIR electron density map before 
refinement (labelled A) and after MD1 (labelled X) except for 
(h) where fit is after MD3 (labelled Y). (a) Ala 108, (b) Gly 
144, (c) Phe 56, (d) Trp 130, (e) His 88, ( f )  N-terminal, (g) 
Phe 105, (h) Gly 50. 

Fig. 4. The majority of non-glycyl residues after MD1 
have main=chain dihedral angles that lie within or 
very close to the acceptable regions of a ~0-~b plot 
(Ramakrishnan & Ramachandran, 1965). There are 
more than 50 outliers in the initial model compared 
with less than 20 after the MD1 run. All MD1 outliers 
occur in loops connecting secondary structure ele- 
ments in the final model and occur in ambiguous 
portions of the electron density map. 

Some of the changes on application of M D 
refinement lead to an improvement in the fit of main 
chain (Figs. 5a and b) and side chains (Figs. 5c and 
d) into the density. Some changes produced a worse 
fit which almost invariably occurred at the surface of 
the molecule indicating that the electrostatic contribu- 
tion to the global potential was dominating over the 
X-ray contribution. Examples are the fit of His 88 
(Fig. 5e) and the N-terminal residues (Fig. 5f). In 
some cases the M D method appears incapable of 
improving the fit of poorly built residue segments 
(Fig. 5g). In one case the main-chain fit worsened in 
a region of poor density (Fig. 5h). Flipping of peptide 
planes was observed for a number of residues. 

Concluding remarks 

Our experiences of MD refinement with colicin A 
leads to mild optimism. MD refinement produced a 
model with an excellent R factor and good geometry 
over the space of about 2 d c.p.u, time on a VAX 8650. 
In order to yield similar results, many months of 
conventional least-squares refinement interspersed 
with manual rebuilding had been envisaged. 
However, associated with the method are a number 
of problems. The problem of poor planarity was cured 
by application of a small number of conventional 
stereochemical least-squares refinement cycles. The 
problem of poorly fitted surface side chains could be 
tackled by a number of approaches. These include 
changing the balance of the non-bonded and X-ray 
contributions to the global potential, incorporation 
of a solvent model or a potential of mean force into 
the simulation and a possibly better definition of the 
bonded and non-bonded potential-function param- 
eters, in particular electrostatics and polarizability. 
As an example, MD simulation studies of bovine 
pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) including solvent 
compare better with structures derived from X-ray 
experiments than corresponding ones in v a c u o  (van 
Gunsteren, Berendsen, Hermans, Hol & Postma, 
1983; McCammon & Harvey, 1987, Levitt & Sharon, 
1988). 

A number of features included in various conven- 
tional least-squares refinement programs would 
improve the current MD refinement package. Desir- 
able features include incorporation of non-crystallo- 
graphic symmetry, least-squares optimization of B 
factors and crystal-packing restraints. BriJnger (1988) 
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has repor ted a number  of  improvements  to the X- 
P L O R  M D  package  including phase restraints. Also, 
fundamenta l  research in the field of  improving and 
extending the conformat iona l  search capacities of  the 
M D  algor i thm could be of  benefit in M D  X-ray 
refinement techniques.  The observat ion that  M D  
refinement cannot  always correct erroneously  fitted 
peptide segments  or p roduce  satisfactory fits to poorly 
defined port ions of  electron density emphasizes  the 
advantages  of  using structural  databases  (Jones & 
Thirup,  1986; Ponder  & Richards,  1987) in the initial 
model  bui lding and  careful inspection of  difference 
electron densi ty maps  after  refinement. 

Briinger (1988) has shown that  M D  can generate  
an ensemble of  structures,  each of  which agrees with 
the exper imental  observations.  Fur thermore ,  regions 
of  large variat ions of  the ensemble were shown to be 
due to badly  fitted or d isordered segments of  the 
structure. We propose  that  a statistical analysis of  
these variat ions may provide an alternative to B- 
factor  values as an indicator  of  poorly de te rmined  
regions of  macromolecu la r  structures. The observa- 
tion that  the M D  runs M D 2  and MD3 led to no 
significant improvements  of  the refined model  af ter  
the MD1 run suggests that  the current  M D  
methodology will not prove generally useful for 
fur ther  ref inement of  a l ready well refined structures.  

A major  par t  of  the M D  X-ray refinement calcula- 
t ion was carr ied out using the G R O M O S  package  
(van Guns te ren  & Berendsen,  1983; 1987). We thank  
Masao  Fuj inaga  and Wilfred van Guns te ren  for 
giving us a pre-release of  their M D  refinement pro- 
gram. We also wish to acknowledge the impor tan t  
contr ibutions of  Daniel  Baty, Claude Lazdunski ,  
Franc  Pattus and Alec Tucker  to the structure deter- 
minat ion of  colicin A. 
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